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Abstract
Recent research is starting to shed light on the factors that influence the population and evolutionary
dynamics of transposable elements (TEs) and TE life cycles. Genomes differ sharply in the number of TE
copies, in the level of TE activity, in the diversity of TE families and types, and in the proportion of old and
young TEs. In this chapter, we focus on two well-studied genomes with strikingly different architectures,
humans and Drosophila, which represent two extremes in terms of TE diversity and population dynamics.
We argue that some of the answers might lie in (1) the larger population size and consequently more
effective selection against new TE insertions due to ectopic recombination in flies compared to humans; and
(2) in the faster rate of DNA loss in flies compared to humans leading to much faster removal of fixed TE
copies from the fly genome.
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1. Introduction
Transposable elements (TEs) are short DNA sequences, typically
from a few hundred bp to ~10 kb long, that have the ability to move
around in the genome by generating new copies of themselves.
TEs are an ancient, extremely diverse and exceptionally active component of genomes. TEs have been found in virtually all organisms
studied so far including bacteria, fungi, protozoa, plants, and animals (1, 2). The main TE groups, class I and class II, are present in
all kingdoms, revealing their persistence over evolutionary time (1).
These two classes of TEs differ in their transposition intermediates: while class I TEs transpose through RNA intermediates,
class II TEs transpose directly as DNA (Fig. 1). TEs within each
class are further classified into (1) different orders, based on their
insertion mechanism, structure, and encoded proteins; (2) into
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Fig. 1. The two main classes of TEs. Long terminal repeat (LTR) elements have several open reading frames (ORF): capsid
protein (GAG), aspartic proteinase (AP), reverse transcriptase (RT), and RNase H (RH). These ORFs are flanked at both ends
by LTRs with promoter capability. Non-LTR elements consist of a 50 untranslated region (UTR) with promoter activity, two
ORFs separated by a spacer, and a 30 UTR with a poly-A tail. The Alu element, the most common short interspersed nuclear
element (SINE) in the human genome, consists of two GC-rich fragments the left-Alu (L-Alu) and right-Alu (R-Alu)
connected by an A-rich linker and ends in a poly-A tail. DNA transposons consist of an ORF flanked by short terminal
inverted repeats (TIR). Rolling circle DNA transposons contain several ORFs and are flanked by a 50 conserved TC
dinucleotide and a 30 conserved hairpin and CT dinucleotide. Miniature inverted repeat elements (MITEs) have no ORFs and
are flanked by TIRs.

different superfamilies, based on their replication strategy; and
(3) into different families, based on sequence conservation (1, 2).
TEs constitute a substantial albeit variable (from ~1% to greater
than 80%) proportion of genomes (3, 4). In the human genome,
for instance, ~40–45% of the genome is identifiable TEs, 5% is
genes and other functional sequences (functional RNAs or regulatory regions), and the remaining ~50% of the genome has no
identifiable origin (5). There is a reasonable chance that the unidentifiable 50% of the human genome is also ultimately of TE origin.
In general, the TE-generated fraction of genomes is likely to be
underestimated because methods for detecting TEs in genomic
sequences are necessarily biased toward younger and more easily
recognizable TEs. Even if we limit ourselves to detectable TEs,
many genomes can be thought of as graveyards of TEs with genes
sprinkled in between.
TEs are extremely active genomic denizens, at times generating
a large proportion of all spontaneous visible mutations (e.g.,
50–80% in Drosophila) (6) and importantly being able to generate
mutations of a great diversity of types (7, 8). TE-induced mutations
range from subtle regulatory mutations to gross genomic rearrangements and often have phenotypic effects of a complexity that is
not achievable by point mutations. For example, TEs can affect the
expression of nearby genes by adding new splice sites, adenylation
signals, promoters, or transcription factor binding sites (9) and also
by serving as the targets of epigenetic histone modifications that
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Fig. 2. TE-mediated rearrangements. Ectopic recombination between TE copies (black/orange boxes) in the same
orientation can lead to deletions when recombination takes place between copies located on the same chromatid (a) or
deletions and duplications when recombination takes place between copies in different chromosomes (b) (recombination
between two nonhomologous chromosomes should lead to a translocation). Ectopic recombination between TE copies in
opposite orientation leads to inversion of the DNA between the two TEs (c).

spread into adjacent genes (10). Moreover, there is evidence that
insertions of multiple TE sequences containing a functional regulatory sequence near many genes at once might be instrumental in
creating new regulatory networks and might contribute substantially to the evolution of novelty (9, 11–13). TEs can both remove
DNA from the genome by generating target site deletions and
add DNA through 30 and, less frequently, through 50 transduction
(14, 15). TEs contribute to protein-coding regions both at the
transcript and at the protein level (16–18) and TE-encoded proteins have been domesticated and are part of host genes (8).
Additionally, ectopic recombination between TEs causes deletions,
duplications, and sequence rearrangements (Fig. 2). TE-induced
mutations are frequently deleterious, although a number of
adaptive mutations have been described (19–22). We recently
showed that TEs are a considerable source of adaptive mutations
in Drosophila (23–26).
Given the abundance, ubiquity and the role of TEs in genome
content, structure, and evolution, it is indisputable that a thorough
understanding of TE population dynamics is essential for the
understanding of the eukaryotic genome structure, function, and
evolution.

2. Genomes Differ in
Content, Diversity,
and Activity of TEs

Genomes differ sharply in the number of TE copies in the genome,
in their TE activity, in the diversity of TE families and types, and in
the proportion of old and young TEs (8, 27). The information
gleaned recently from the sequencing of multiple eukaryotic genomes is giving us a sense of the remarkable diversity of the intragenomic ecologies of TEs. The difficulty of TE annotation and the
lack of TE polymorphism data for most organisms, however, have
not allowed the field to progress as far as desired in understanding
the evolutionary and population genetic forces acting on TEs in
different genomes and lineages. In addition, as often is the case,
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Fig. 3. Factors that influence the population and evolutionary dynamics of TEs. Our understanding of TE population and
evolutionary dynamics is still incomplete. The different factors that affect TE population and evolutionary dynamics
are interrelated and future research is likely to reveal existence of additional factors.

acquisition of more knowledge only exposes the true depths of our
ignorance. Recent research is just starting to shed light on the
factors that influence the population and evolutionary dynamics
of TEs and TE life cycles and thus should contribute to the understanding of genomic patterns of TE diversity (Fig. 3).
Much of the detailed information on TE evolution still comes
from two of the best-studied genomes: fruit flies (Drosophila
melanogaster) and humans. Fortunately, these two genomes represent two extremes in terms of TE diversity and population dynamics
and thus give a reasonably diverse picture of the TE evolution and
dynamics. For the rest of this chapter, we focus primarily on these
two genomes and will highlight the similarities and differences
observed between them.
As mentioned above, the human genome has millions of TE
copies, with at least 45% and possibly up to 90% of the genome
derived from TE sequences (5). Two human retrotransposable
element (Class I) families, LINE1 (L1) and Alu, account for 60%
of all interspersed repeat sequences. The vast majority of the TEs in
the human genome are fixed and most families are inactive. In fact,
only one LINE1 subfamily, L1Hs, is active in humans. Consistent
with their low level of activity, TEs are responsible for only
~0.2–0.3% of spontaneous mutations in humans (28, 29).
In contrast, the fruit fly D. melanogaster genome contains
only thousands of individual TE copies (5,424 TE copies in Flybase
R5.23) that account for only 5.3% of the euchromatin (30).
D. melanogaster TEs belong to approximately 100 diverse families
of both Class I and Class II elements (30, 31). Each family consists
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of 1–304 copies with no dominant family corresponding to the
majority of TEs. The only exception is INE-1 family that contains
~2,000 copies and has been inactive for the past ~3 million years
(32, 33). The majority of TE families are active in Drosophila with
individual TE copies generally polymorphic in the population and
showing a high sequence similarity (30, 31, 34). Consistent with
the abundance of young and polymorphic TE copies, TE families
in D. melanogaster are often very active, responsible for >50% of
spontaneous visible mutations (6).
Why do these two genomes differ so profoundly in content,
diversity and activity of TEs? The answer must lie in different
aspects of TE population dynamics within genomes and forces
that lead to varying rates of TE family birth and extinction. In the
rest of this review, we focus on the state of knowledge of different
aspects of TE population dynamics and discuss aspects of TE family
evolution. Specifically, we focus on rates of TE transposition, excision, fixation, or loss in human and D. melanogaster populations
due to stochastic forces and natural selection for or against TE
insertions, the persistence of TE sequences postfixation, and forces
that affect coexistence of multiple TE families and the standing
diversity of TE types (Fig. 3). We do not consider horizontal
transfer because it is mostly restricted to closely related species
and as such is not likely to contribute to the difference in population dynamics between Drosophila and humans (35–37).

3. Methodology
Used to Study TE
Population
Dynamics

Three main approaches have been used to study TE population
dynamics: mathematical modeling, computer simulations, and the
analysis of empirical data. Most models attempt to determine conditions under which TE copy numbers stabilize in the genome
despite the apparent ability of TEs to self-replicate and thus amplify
uncontrollably through a positive feedback loop. Classical mathematical modeling approaches generally considered situations in
which TEs were either subject to regulatory feedback that diminished the rate of transposition (or increased the rate of excision) or
to stronger purifying natural selection when the copy numbers of
TEs increased (38). More recent mathematical models take into
account additional parameters, such as the specific features of the
TE insertions or the mating system of the host species (39–42).
Mathematical models have traditionally considered the dynamics between the host and a homogeneous group of TEs in a homogeneous genome under constant population size and strength of
selection. However, sequencing data demonstrated that only a
small percentage of the TEs in a genome are full-length, potentially
active copies (5, 31). Computer simulations allow more realistic
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TE dynamics. For example, a recent simulation considered the
variability of insertion effects, from deleterious to adaptive and
also considered mutations that lead to the loss of transposition
activity or to nonautonomous copies (43). Recently, computer
simulations that take into account regulation of transposition by
host factors have also been developed (44).
Analysis of empirical population data is often used to test
predictions of these population dynamics models. Early studies of
population variation were performed using Southern blot and in situ
hybridization techniques (45, 46). Another popular technique—
transposon display—was derived from Amplified Fragment Length
Polymorphism (AFLPs) and allows detection of most individual TEs
from a given family (47). TE insertions are identified by a ligationmediated PCR that starts from within the TE insertion, and amplifies part of the flanking sequence up to a specific restriction site.
The resulting PCR products are analyzed using high-resolution
polyacrylamide gel systems and variation among individuals in the
sizes of the PCR bands allows an assessment of the patterns of TE
polymorphism in populations (48, 49).
However, these techniques have some important limitations.
First, they are restricted to the known, well-studied families.
Southern hybridization also has the drawback of not being able to
identify individual TE insertions and gives no information about
the location of the TE insertions. Variability in banding patterns
in the transposon display technique could arise not only from the
presence/absence of individual TEs, but also from variation in the
presence/absence of the restriction sites flanking TEs and/or from
polymorphisms at PCR primer-binding sites (50). On the other
hand, although in situ hybridization does give immediate information about TE copy number and location, it unfortunately has a
strong bias against short TE insertions. As a result, much of the
data generated by in situ hybridization in Drosophila ended up
limited to high copy number families that contain very long TEs.
Unfortunately, such families behave very differently from families
with low copy numbers containing short TEs (51). Specifically,
long TE copies from high-copy number families tend to be rare
while short TE copies from low-copy number families tend to be
common (34, 51) (see Subheading 5.1).
The availability of the first whole genome sequences made
it possible to develop PCR approaches in order to investigate TE
population dynamics (51–55). Specific primers for individual
TE insertions can be designed and used to test for the presence
and/or absence of individual TE insertions in one or several different individuals. These approaches have been used to perform less
biased population genomic analyses of TEs in D. melanogaster and
Arabidopsis thaliana (34, 56). Although powerful, PCR approaches
are time-consuming and fairly expensive. The availability of whole
genome sequences from multiple individuals and software that can
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perform automated annotation of TEs (30) as well as automated
assessment of TE frequencies in the population from multiple resequenced strains (57–59) should significantly increase our ability to
obtain and analyze empirical TE population genomics data.

4. Rates of
Transposition
Below we briefly describe some of the empirical findings about the
key aspects of TE dynamics in flies and humans. We first focus on
estimates of the rates of transposition and then on the mechanisms
that control transposition.
4.1. Empirical Estimates
of the Rates of
Transposition in
Drosophila and Humans

In Drosophila, insertion rates have been empirically estimated by
scoring TE insertions using in situ hybridization and rescoring
them after several generations (60–62). The rationale behind
those experiments is that since selection against a TE insertion in
laboratory conditions is on average very weak, most transpositions
will accumulate in laboratory populations as spontaneous neutral
mutations. These estimates ranged from 10!5 to 10!3 events/
copy/generation under standard conditions (62–65).
These rates are surrounded by considerable uncertainty, however,
as they can vary over several orders of magnitude among different
TE families, different strains (or mating between specific strains),
and different environmental conditions (66–71). In fact, it appears
that transposition rates for many TE families are typically very low if
not at zero and that most transposition events take place in the
strains where the repression of quiescent TEs breaks down. Hybrid
dysgenesis in Drosophila, a sterility syndrome generated by very
high rates of transposition of normally inactive TE families upon
mating between (but not within) specific strains in D. melanogaster
or D. virilis, is one of the clearest cases of such repression/derepression (66, 67, 69, 72, 73).
There is also evidence that variation at host loci can affect rates
of transposition as has been discovered for the regulation of gypsy by
the gene flamenco (74). In general, it is possible that in the population the rate of transposition for active families is primarily determined by the frequency of inactivating polymorphisms within host
genes that normally prevent transposition from taking place (46).
At the same time, some TE families may evolve active copies that
escape regulation altogether and others are subject to such strict
and redundant control that they are basically inactive in the population. Some tenuous evidence exists that TE families go through
periods of high and low activities (34, 51) that might be a consequence of coevolution between active elements within a TE family
that evolve to avoid repression and the host genes that reevolve to
repress the TEs that get out of control.
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In humans, several methodologies have been used to estimate
the rate of transposition. The work naturally focused on the two
dominant and still active TE families: L1 elements and Alus. Cell
culture-based retrotransposition assays suggest that the rate of
new insertions of L1 is one per two to 33 individuals (75, 76).
Comparison of the frequency of disease-causing de novo L1 events
compared to nucleotide mutations suggested that one new L1
retrotransposition event takes place every 10–20 births (77, 78).
Deininger and Batzer (79) estimated the rate of new Alu insertions
to be one in every 125 births based on the number of Alu insertions fixed during the last 5 million years, assuming that Alu
insertions are predominantly neutral in their effect. Recently, two
new methodologies have been applied to estimate TE insertion
rates in humans. Ewing and Kazazian (80) used high-throughput
sequencing techniques to analyze the genome of 25 individuals and
estimated that the rate of new L1 insertions is one in 140 births.
Briefly, they estimated Watterson’s y, a measure of genetic variation
in a population, using segregating L1 insertion sites and then used
this to estimate the rate of L1Hs retrotransposition per live birth
assuming an effective population size of 10,000. Huang et al. (81)
obtained a similar estimate (one L1 insertion in every 108 births)
based on the analysis of 75 human genomes using genomewide transposon insertion profiling by microarray. The authors
identified the nonreference insertions in their dataset by comparing
them to the reference genome. Because the reference genome is a
haploid genome they estimate the ratio of homozygous to heterozygous insertions in order to obtain the total number of insertions
in the haploid genome.
Both in Drosophila and humans, the current insertion rate
estimates, one per one to 100 generations in flies and about one
per 100 generations in humans, are subject to considerable error.
Next-generation sequencing technology opens up new routes to
obtaining much more accurate rates of transpositions by obtaining
very deep population samples at a genome-wide level and focusing
on TE copies present at very low population frequencies. Messer
(82) showed that such data provide an accurate estimate of mutation rates (and thus transposition rates as well) in a way that is only
weakly sensitive to effects of natural selection. Analyses of such deep
population genomic data should elucidate whether Drosophila and
humans do differ in the rates of TE insertions to the extent that
previous estimates have suggested.
4.2. Transposition
Control Mechanisms

The mechanisms of TE regulation are highly diverse and many are
still shrouded in mystery. Here, we describe some basic findings
about the way TEs self-regulate and the way they are regulated by
the host factors. It is likely that the ways TEs are regulated will
prove as diverse as, or even more diverse than, the ways in which
gene expression is regulated in general.
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4.2.1. TE Self-regulation

The occurrence of self-regulation has been described for some TE
families in different species. For instance, P elements regulate their
own transposition in a tissue-specific manner: the third intron of
the transposase gene is removed to encode an active transposase
protein in the germ line, but is not removed in somatic cells,
producing an inactive transposase (83). This mechanism of regulation allows the element to be active in germ cells and to be passed to
new genetic locations in future genomes, but to be stable in somatic
cells where genetic damage could cause a reduction in host fitness.
There are also several mechanisms of regulation that control
expression of active P elements. One of them, multimer poisoning,
involves KP elements. KP elements are deletion-derived P elements
that form inactive multimers with the transposase or with a host
protein required for transposition (84). Multimer poisoning has
also been shown to be involved in the regulation of mariner-like
elements. Another common regulatory mechanism for P elements
and mariner-like elements is transposase titration. This mechanism of regulation involves defective TE copies that retain their
transposase-binding sites and regulate the transposition of fulllength copies through titration of the active transposase (85, 86).
Mariner elements are also regulated by an overproduction inhibition mechanism in which an excess of the wild-type transposase
reduces the overall level of transposase activity likely by posttranslational interactions between protein subunits (87).
Most of the self-regulatory mechanisms described so far apply
to DNA elements in organisms other than humans. Future research
will determine whether self-regulatory mechanisms play an important role in human TE dynamics.

4.2.2. Regulation
by Host Factors

Host genomes have evolved multiple strategies to control TE
activity: DNA methylation, chromatin modification, DNA-editing
enzymes, and RNAi pathways have all been implicated as ways of
repressing TE activity. It is in fact possible that some or even most
of these epigenetic control mechanisms evolved originally as means
of controlling TEs.
DNA methylation is one such case—it is widely believed to
have evolved primarily as a defense mechanism against TE insertions, although it obviously also plays an important role in regulation of host gene expression (88). Methylation of TEs by the host
genome leads to suppression of transcription thus preventing
further replication of TEs. Note that methylation is not a universal
control mechanism of TE activity: while in humans, the majority
of methylated cytosines occur in repetitive sequences, and methylation is likely responsible for repressing TEs, in Drosophila
DNA methylation is rare, restricted to embryos and not present
in germ line cells (89–91), and does not seem to play a role in TE
control (92).
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DNA-editing enzymes and histone modifications have also
been suggested to play a role in controlling human TE insertions.
For example, APOBEC3 proteins are known inhibitors of human
exogenous retroviruses (93, 94). These proteins are cytidine
deaminases that edit dC residues to dU during reverse transcription resulting in G to A hypermutations (93). Not surprisingly,
APOBEC3 proteins are inhibitors of TE retrotransposition as well
and, although initial reports suggested that inhibition was due to
the DNA-editing capabilities of this enzyme, there is also an APOBEC3 deaminase-independent mechanism of TE repression whose
action remains obscure at the moment (95, 96). Recently, APOBEC1 has been shown to employ both a deaminase-independent
and a deaminase-dependent mechanism to reduce the mobility of
L1 and LTR elements, respectively (97). A role of a DNA-editing
enzyme in Drosophila TE population dynamics has not been
described.
Posttranslation modifications of histones play a critical role in
the assembly of heterochromatin and in gene expression. Traditionally, histone modifications have been considered to provide a
molecular mechanism for TE silencing in plants, fungi, and mammals including humans (10, 98–100). However, a recent study
in humans suggests that histone modifications may also represent
an additional mechanism by which TEs can contribute to the
regulatory functions of the host genome (101). In Drosophila,
the relationship of histone modifications with TE expression has
not been demonstrated (102).
Finally, TE silencing by small RNA pathways has been
described both in humans (103, 104) and fruit flies (105, 106).
RNAi is a mechanism in which double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)
recognizes homologous mRNAs and causes sequence-specific degradation in a multistep process. The role of RNAi in TE control was
discovered when nematodes deficient in RNAi pathways showed
increased TE activity (107, 108). Two different small RNAs regulate TEs: small-interfering RNA (siRNA) and piwi-interacting RNA
(piRNA). siRNAs are produced from dsRNA processed by the
Dicer endoribonuclease while piRNAs are Dicer-independent (106).
Repression of TEs by siRNAs and piRNAs takes place through transcriptional silencing by both DNA methylation and heterochromatin
formation and through posttranscriptional silencing.
Recent work has demonstrated that maternally inherited small
RNAs are the essential factor mediating germ line transposon
silencing that underlies hybrid dysgenesis in Drosophila (69, 109,
110). Although small RNAs are produced in both sexes, they are
only maternally loaded in embryos. This explains why TEs are
derepressed in crosses between females lacking particular TEs and
males carrying those TEs, causing the hybrid dysgenesis syndrome.
The reciprocal cross, with females carrying particular TE insertions and males lacking those insertions, does not lead to hybrid
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dysgenesis because, in this case, the females transmit to their
progeny the small RNAs responsible for the repression of the
TEs. Overall, small RNA pathways seem to play an important role
in limiting TE proliferation.

5. Rate of Fixation
and Frequency
Distribution

5.1. Natural Selection
Against TE Insertions

In addition to the variation in the rate of transposition, it is essential
to consider what happens to TEs in populations after they insert
into the genome. Both natural selection and stochastic processes
affect the probability that TEs will be lost or fixed in the population
as well as the frequency distributions of the polymorphic TEs.
Below we describe the current understanding of the population
dynamics of TEs in Drosophila and humans.
Natural selection against the deleterious effects of TE insertions has
long been considered the dominant force limiting TE spread in
populations (111). There are three not mutually exclusive hypotheses about the nature of selection acting against TE insertions.
TE insertions may be deleterious because they affect the coding
capacity or the regulation of their nearby genes (“deleterious
insertion model”) (112, 113). TEs could be deleterious because
the translation of TE-encoded proteins or transcripts may be
costly and these proteins/transcripts might generate deleterious
effects by nicking chromosomes and disrupting cellular processes
(“deleterious transposition model”) (46). Finally, TE insertions
belonging to the same family, and independently of their local
effects, can provide substrates for ectopic recombination resulting
in deleterious chromosomal rearrangements, (“ectopic recombination model”) (114) (Fig. 2).
In humans, there is evidence that purifying selection does
act against TE insertions, albeit weakly. Boissinot et al. (115)
determined the population frequency of ~100 polymorphic L1
elements belonging to the active Ta1 family and a number of Alu
elements. Full length elements, but not truncated elements or
Alu insertions generated by Ta1 activity, were present at detectably
lower frequency, indicating the action of natural selection against
longer L1 elements. The strength of the selection was estimated to
be on the order of Nes ~ !2, corresponding to the selection coefficient of roughly 0.02%.
The reason for the deleterious effect of the longer L1 elements
is not clear, but the data are more consistent with either the
deleterious transposition or the ectopic recombination model
than with the deleterious insertion model. Specifically, the effects
of the regulatory sequences contained in full-length elements on
host genes, TE-encoded proteins and/or RNAs, and the higher
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propensity of full-length elements to ectopically recombine with
other Ta1 elements, are among the likely explanations for the
different behavior of full-length versus truncated L1 elements and
Alu insertions.
Note that the ectopic recombination model explains naturally
how detectably strong natural selection could be acting against new
TE insertions while at the same time it explains how it is possible that
the human genome could contain millions of TE copies. The possible reason for this is that ectopic recombination is more common for
heterozygous TEs and thus selection would only operate against
polymorphic TEs while allowing fixed TEs to be of little cost.
In Drosophila, the debate about which of the mechanisms of
selection are dominant in controlling the spread of TEs has been
going on for the last 30 years. Much of the recent evidence is
pointing toward selection against insertions of TEs within genes
being very strong such that TEs within genes are not observed
even at low frequencies (31, 34). TE insertions outside of genes
appear to be deleterious primarily due to ectopic recombination,
with selection intensities ranging among different families from
Nes ~ !2 (as in humans) to Nes ~ !100 (34). Below we briefly
outline the evidence for these conclusions.
The ectopic recombination model predicts that areas of low
recombination should accumulate TEs. Population studies of chromosomal distributions of several TE families in Drosophila using
in situ hybridization have generally (51, 116–120) but not always
(121) supported this prediction. One objection to these findings,
other than being based on a small number of families with possibly
idiosyncratic properties, was that other than reduced levels of
ectopic recombination, areas of low recombination also experience less efficient selection due to the Hill–Robertson interference
(122), which should also lead to accumulation of TEs in these
regions. However, Dolgin and Charlesworth (123) performed
extensive Monte Carlo simulations and determined that TEs should
accumulate as a result of Hill–Robertson effects only in regions of
extremely low recombination when excision is effectively absent.
These authors argue that because DNA transposons do excise from
the genome at appreciable rates (62, 124–127), this selective mechanism can probably be ruled out for DNA transposons.
Probably, the strongest evidence for the ectopic recombination model comes from our recent D. melanogaster study of 755
euchromatic TEs across 55 different families (including all the
families with more than 20 copies in the reference genome) (34).
We found evidence for all predictions of the ectopic recombination
model: (1) TEs are subject to variable strength of selection depending on the family, but not superfamily, identity; (2) natural selection
is stronger for longer TEs, (3) natural selection is stronger on TEs
that belong to families with a larger number of copies and importantly a larger number of longer copies. Models that take only these
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factors into account are able to explain more than 40% of the
variance in the frequency estimates of different TEs (34). This
indicates that the discovered rules apply to TEs independently of
the details of their transposition and regulation mechanisms or
specific proteins they encode. Only the ectopic recombination
model appears consistent with these observations because it relies
exclusively on the fact that TEs are repetitive sequences and not on
the specific details of particular TEs.
It appears that TE families in Drosophila transpose at substantially variable rates and equilibrate at different copy numbers in
the genome. The families that transpose frequently build up large
copy numbers such that the rate of ectopic recombination among
the TEs in such families and the attendant rate of generation of
chromosomal abnormalities become sufficiently high that natural
selection starts eliminating TEs from the population as fast as they
are being added by transposition. These families end up containing
relatively large copy numbers of TEs that are both young and
present at low frequencies. The families that transpose less frequently end up with lower copy numbers with individual TEs
being generally older and more frequent in the population. For
these families, the rates of ectopic recombination are lower, and
while the resulting purifying selection is weak it is nevertheless
strong enough to counteract the low rates of transposition in
these families.
Most of the TEs in Drosophila appear to be subject to sufficiently strong purifying selection that they are very unlikely to fix in
the population. In contrast, TEs in the human genome fix at
reasonable rates and accumulate in the genome with time. The
reason for this difference might lie in the difference in effective
population size of these organisms. Indeed, long-term effective
population size in Drosophila is thought to be on the order of
Ne ¼ 106 (128–130) while in humans it is closer to Ne ¼ 104
(131). The two orders of magnitude difference means that the
0.01% selective disadvantage estimated for the long L1 elements
in humans, while it is weak and ineffective in human populations
(Nes ~ !1) would translate into very effective selection in Drosophila (Nes ~ !100). It is possible that a low effective population
size in humans is one of the reasons for the large numbers of fixed
TEs in the human genome. Note that one way the total numbers of
TEs could be reduced is via their loss by subsequent deletion (132,
133). We discuss the process of elimination of fixed TEs from the
genome in more detail in Subheading 6.
5.2. Adaptation
Generated by TE
Insertions

Although it is likely that most TE insertions are deleterious, just
as most mutations are, some might be adaptive under some conditions. Below we describe the current understanding of the role
that TEs play in molecular adaptation.
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5.2.1. Inference of Ancient
TE Adaptations

TEs have been co-opted to play key organismic functions, such as
the generation of antibody diversity in the vertebrate immune
system (19) and maintenance of telomeres in Drosophila (134)
and centromeres in plants (135, 136). It is also quite likely that
epigenetic mechanisms, such as gene silencing through methylation
or RNAi epigenetic mechanisms evolved as a means of genomic
defense against TEs and later were used to regulate host genes.
TEs play a role in the generation of new coding sequences
either by being domesticated as components of host transcripts
(8, 16–18, 137–139) or by inducing duplication of host genes
(14, 140). TEs can affect gene expression in several ways and
some of these changes might be adaptive. For example, human
L1 elements contain sense and antisense promoters in their 50
UTR, which have occasionally been recruited as regulators of the
transcription of host genes (141, 142).
Genome-wide assessment revealed that hundreds of TEs have
been co-opted into regulatory regions of mammalian genes (143,
144). The authors compared nonexonic sequences conserved in
diverse placental mammals and reported that a large number of
them originated from repetitive elements undergoing strong
purifying selection in mammals. They found that exapted TEs are
extremely enriched for clustering near (within 1 Mb) developmental genes (e.g., P-value ¼ 8 # 10!24 and 6 # 10!19 for GO terms
“development” and “transcription regulator activity,” respectively)
and argue that this enrichment is not due to insertional bias but
rather to a bias in retention, suggesting that TEs contributed
substantially to regulatory elements (144). TEs also participate in
the evolution of new and rewiring of old regulatory networks
as first proposed decades ago by Britten and Davidson (9, 11).
For example, human endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) have actively
shaped the p53 transcriptional network in a species-specific manner
(12). LTRs of these elements are in vivo-binding sites for p53 and
account for more than 30% of the total number of p53-binding
sites in the human genome. The authors show that the expressions
of many genes located nearby these LTRs are regulated by p53,
suggesting that ERVs have been exapted as regulatory sequences
to expand the p53 network (12).

5.2.2. Ongoing TE-Induced
Adaptation

We have recently performed a genome-wide screen for recent
TE-induced adaptations in D. melanogaster (23, 26). D. melanogaster is originally from Africa and has only recently colonized the
rest of the world (145, 146). This range expansion must have been
accompanied by numerous adaptations to new habitats (129, 147,
148), which should still be detectable as selective sweeps (149).
We focused specifically on identifying TE insertions that might have
been adaptive to the out-of-Africa environments by looking for TE
insertions that are present at low frequencies or absent in African
populations and are present at high frequencies in North America.
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The fact that long TEs in high copy number families are subject
to purifying selection at the level of ectopic recombination and thus
independently of the exact site of insertion makes our search for
adaptive TEs much easier. Indeed, such long TEs in copious
families should be rare in populations unless they cause an adaptive
effect. They cannot simply drift to high frequencies. On the other
hand, TEs that belong to families that are subject to relaxed purifying selection as a whole can drift to high frequencies and can serve
as putatively neutral frequent TEs (150).
For a subset of the identified TE insertions, we showed that
putatively adaptive but not putatively neutral TEs are associated
with signatures of selective sweeps and with population differentiation patterns, suggesting that most if not all of the identified
putatively adaptive TEs are indeed adaptive and play a significant
role in adaptation to temperate environments (23, 26). Although
genetic draft might play a role in the population dynamics of TEs,
the detailed analyses of the regions surrounding several adaptive
TEs suggested that the TE insertion was the causative mutation
in each case (23). Preliminary analyses also showed that some of
these TEs affect the expression of their nearby genes (23), and,
for one of them, we further showed that the changes in gene
expression are consistent with phenotypic differences in life-history
traits (24). Overall, we showed that TEs are a considerable source
of recently adaptive mutations in Drosophila—we estimate that as
many as 50–100 recent adaptive mutations in D. melanogaster that
are responsible for adaptation to out-of-Africa environments have
been caused by TEs.

6. Rate of TE Loss
As we mentioned in Subheading 5.1, TEs reach fixation in the
human populations at substantially higher rates than in Drosophila.
In addition, the fixed TEs in humans remain in the genome for
much longer periods of time, due to a much lower rate of DNA
loss in humans compared to Drosophila. Indeed, deletions are
more prevalent and almost eight times longer in Drosophila than
in mammals, resulting in orders of magnitude faster rate of DNA
elimination from Drosophila genomes (151). The average time
to loss of 50% of nonfunctional DNA due to the preponderance
of small deletions over small insertions is 14.3 million years in
Drosophila compared with over 884 million years in mammals
(132, 151).
In addition to the elimination of TEs by random deletion, TEs
often suffer deletions between repetitive sequences that they contain. For instance, recombination between long terminal repeats
(LTRs) in retrotransposable elements can reduce a ~10 kb TE
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insertion to a solo LTR of a few hundred base-pairs. Additionally,
recombination between the target site duplications flanking TE
insertions sometimes results in the precise removal of the TE insertion (152). These deletion mechanisms vary as a function of meiotic
recombination (153). Therefore, variation in recombination rates
between organisms could lead to variation in deletion frequencies.
This high rate of DNA elimination might explain the absence of
old TEs in the Drosophila genome, compared to human genomes,
where even ancient TE insertions inserted 300 million years ago are
still detectable (154). In general, variation in the rate of DNA loss
in addition to the variation in the strength of purifying selection
against TEs must be a key reason why some genomes accumulate
TEs while others do not.

7. Conclusion
The past 40 years have revealed a staggering diversity of genomic
architecture in eukaryotes, particularly in terms of genome size and
the amounts and types of repetitive DNA. Much of that diversity is
driven by the activity of TEs and it has become very clear that in
order to understand how genomes evolve, how they are structured
and how they function we will need to elucidate the evolutionary
dynamics governing the activity and the impact of TEs.
In this chapter, we focused on two well-studied genomes
with strikingly different architectures, humans, and Drosophila.
The human genome contains millions of copies of TEs. These
TEs are primarily fixed in the population, most are extremely old
(some inserted prior to the split of mammals from reptiles), and
active elements belong to only two families, L1 and Alu, both of
which rely on reverse transcription for transposition. In contrast,
there are only a few thousand TE copies in the Drosophila genome,
the majority of these TEs are very young and in fact polymorphic
in the population, and they belong to ~100 families from all
major orders of TEs.
We have argued in this chapter that although we still do not
understand the reasons for these sharply contrasting patterns of TE
diversity, some of the answers are starting to emerge. It appears
likely that some of the answers lie in the differences in the population sizes between humans and flies, leading to much more effective
selection against new TE insertions due to ectopic recombination
among TE copies within the same family. This is one reason for why
TEs tend to reach fixation at substantially higher rates in humans
than in Drosophila. This might also be a contributing reason for the
evolution of high diversity of TE families in Drosophila—given
the high strength of selection against TEs within a family there is
a strong selective advantage for active TEs that generate TE copies
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that do not recombine efficiently with TEs that are already present
in the genome. Another reason for the differences might lie in the
much slower rate of DNA loss in humans than in flies that allow TE
sequences to persist for hundreds of millions of years in mammalian
genomes and at most for a few million years in Drosophila.
We also described cursorily many other components of the TE
lifestyles that need to be taken into account—variation in the rate of
transposition, mechanisms of TE regulation, and the tendency of
TEs to cause adaptations. Although we have made great strides
toward an understanding of TE biology and genomic impact, we
still know very little. The hope is that the new genomic data coming
at ever increasing rates will allow us not only to observe TEs in
various genomes (and we certainly will), but also to make more
sense of their lifestyles and evolutionary dynamics.

8. Questions
1. Why does the fact that ectopic recombination takes place
preferentially between heterozygous copies help allow accumulation of TEs in the human genome?
2. How differences in the rate of DNA loss can affect the evolutionary dynamics of TEs?
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